INTRODUCTION

26
Raster datasets covering the entire globe are becoming ever more available, not only in the form of remote 27 sensing derived products, but also as time-series of natural variables, such as those reporting to Climate, grid becomes a regular quadrangular grid). It is deeply ironic that Earth Sciences continue relying on a 42 mathematical formulation that is almost 2 000 years old.
43
While the area of the Earth's surface is in the order of 510 Mm 2 , the total area of Marinus of 
53
• Other datasets are also provided in similar constant latitude-longitude global grids.
54
• Re-projecting original data with an alternative cartographic projection can be computationally 55 expensive.
56
• Re-projection may lead to data loss.
57
• It is not easy to identify the most appropriate cartographic projection.
58
The last item is itself rooted in another issue: support for modern equal-area cartographic projections 
POPULAR EQUAL-AREA PROJECTIONS
67
The gains in storage space and the consequent reduction in computation demands more than justify 
82
A detailed analysis of these distortions can be obtained using Tissot's Indicatrix (Goldberg and Gott III, 
